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Abstract—
The significant computational requirements of deep learning present a major bottleneck for its large-scale adoption on hardware-
constrained IoT-devices. Here, we envision a new paradigm called EdgeAI to address major impediments associated with deploying
deep networks at the edge. Specifically, we discuss the existing directions in computation-aware deep learning and describe two new
challenges in the IoT era: (1) Data-independent deployment of learning, and (2) Communication-aware distributed inference. We further
present new directions from our recent research to alleviate the latter two challenges. Overcoming these challenges is crucial for rapid
adoption of learning on IoT-devices in order to truly enable EdgeAI.
Index Terms—EdgeAI, Deep Networks, Knowledge Distillation, Learning from Small Data.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
D EEP learning has indeed pushed the frontiers ofprogress for many computer vision, speech recogni-
tion, and natural language processing applications. How-
ever, due to their enormous computational complexity, de-
ploying such models on constrained devices has emerged as
a critical bottleneck for large-scale adoption of intelligence
at the IoT edge. It has been estimated that the number of
connected IoT-devices will reach one trillion across various
market segments by 20351; this provides us a unique op-
portunity for integrating widespread intelligence in edge
devices. Such an exponential growth in IoT-devices neces-
sitates new breakthroughs in Artificial Intelligence research
that can more effectively deploy learning at the edge and,
therefore, truly exploit the setup of trillions of IoT-devices.
Towards this, we envision a new paradigm called EdgeAI
which aims for widespread deployment of deep learning
on IoT: Specifically, to achieve EdgeAI, we must address
several major challenges related to the lack of Big Data
at the edge, computation-aware deployment of learning
models, and communication-aware distributed inference.
Overcoming these challenges can enable rapid adoption of
intelligence at the edge.
Perhaps the biggest challenge in the era of edge comput-
ing is the constrained hardware of IoT-devices. For instance,
IoT-devices typically consist of hundreds of KB of memory
and are targeted to run at low operating frequencies for
energy efficiency. Since these obvious edge computing chal-
lenges like hardware-constraints and security have been sur-
veyed in-depth in [11], our focus here will be primarily on
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challenges for deep learning on edge. To this end, a new area
of model compression has emerged where the goal is to reduce
the size of a pretrained deep network to meet certain energy
and latency constraints on edge devices without sacrificing
accuracy [4], [5]. Nevertheless, computational limitations of
the edge devices are only a part of the story. In the real-
world, deployment of EdgeAI often gets exacerbated by the
lack of huge amounts of data at the edge for learning, as well
as heavy communication cost among IoT-devices. Hence, we
describe below two new challenges arising from lack of data
on the edge, and communication-aware deep learning.
For many applications such as healthcare via smart
wearables, edge devices are deployed in environments that
can lack huge amounts of data. We call this the Learning from
Small Data [2] which is needed in two scenarios: (i) when
there is no Big Data for an application and only Small
Data exists [2], (ii) when Big Data is indeed available but
is private (e.g., Image Processing on medical images, Speech
Recognition, etc.). Since training on a huge private dataset
can result in complex deep learning models, the indus-
tries deploying such models at the edge need to compress
these deep networks without access to the original training
dataset or some alternate unlabeled dataset2. Then, for rapid
adoption of deep learning at the edge, an important ques-
tion is, how can we perform model compression without using
the original, private or alternate datasets? We refer to this prob-
lem as data-independent model compression [3]. Clearly, data-
independent model compression techniques can accelerate
the adoption of AI on edge devices because the users trying
to deploy a model on IoT-devices will not have to rely on
the private datasets of third parties.
Finally, since IoT naturally implies a network of con-
nected devices, it automatically opens the door to a new
class of problems – communication-aware model compres-
sion [1]. For instance, many smart home/cities applications
can have numerous connected IoT-sensors with, say, 500KB
total memory per node. As the compressed deep networks
2. The industry deploying a model at the edge can collect alternate
datasets for model compression. However, collecting alternate data
may not always be possible, or can be very time consuming/expensive
and, hence, infeasible.
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Fig. 1. Major challenges in EdgeAI: (a) Computation-aware model compression: Key techniques include Pruning, Quantization, and Knowledge
Distillation (KD) [4], [5], (b) Data-independent model compression: Compress deep networks without using private datasets, and (c) Communication-
aware model compression: With billions of IoT-devices, their network must be exploited to obtain low-latency, high-accuracy intelligence at the edge.
often grow in size to achieve higher accuracy, due to
strict memory-constraints, such models must be distributed
across multiple devices; this generates significant inter-
device communication at each layer of the deep network.
Hence, a massive communication cost arising from this
distributed inference presents another major (and largely
ignored) impediment for widespread deployment of deep
learning on IoT. Therefore, new ways must be found to
compress models for IoT-devices which reduces both com-
putation and communication costs. In other words, since the
IoT paradigm consists of connected devices, this massive
network of billions of devices must be exploited to obtain
highly accurate and low-latency intelligence at the edge.
In view of the above, we identify three major challenges
faced by deployment of EdgeAI: (i) Computation-aware
learning on IoT (see Fig. 1(a)), (ii) Data-independent model
compression for Learning from Small Data (see Fig. 1(b)),
and (iii) Communication-aware deployment of deep learn-
ing models on multiple IoT devices (see Fig. 1(c)). For all
these challenges, we review the current work and summa-
rize our latest research ideas. The objective of this vision
paper is to (1) particularly highlight the importance of the
latter two, new challenges for rapid adoption of AI at the
edge, and (2) unify them under the EdgeAI paradigm.
We believe, these challenges will lead to future research
directions in this field.
2 COMPUTATION-AWARE MODEL COMPRESSION
Power- and memory-constrained hardware of IoT-devices
continues to be the biggest challenge for EdgeAI. Towards
this, the field of model compression has received a lot
of attention to make deep learning models more suitable
for edge devices [4], [5]. Besides model compression, an-
other venue of active research is hardware accelerators and
codesign of models and hardware architectures for efficient
deep learning inference. Since our focus is on challenges for
Artificial Intelligence for edge computing, we will mostly
focus on model compression in this article.
Model compression refers to a class of techniques that re-
duce the size (i.e., number of parameters) and computations
(i.e., Floating Point Operations, FLOPS) of deep networks
without losing accuracy. Most of the prior art in model
compression literature focuses only on the computational
aspects such as power, latency, memory, and energy con-
sumption. Specifically, as summarized in Fig. 1(a), there are
three main directions for model compression:
• Pruning: These refer to model compression methods
where the redundant or useless weights or even
channels are completely removed [4]. Pruning does
not reduce the number of layers in the original model.
• Quantization: Conventionally, the deep networks are
trained with 32-bit floating point weights and acti-
vations. Quantization techniques reduce the number
of bits used for representing weights and activations,
thereby reducing the memory footprint of models [4].
• Knowledge Distillation (KD): KD trains a signif-
icantly smaller student network to mimic a large
teacher model (which we want to compress). KD
allows us to directly reduce the number of layers
compared to the teacher model [5]. KD has also been
shown to work with unlabeled datasets.
In the rest of the paper, we address two new challenges
to show that computation-aware model compression alone
cannot enable the true potential of EdgeAI.
3 DATA-INDEPENDENT MODEL COMPRESSION
When Big Data is indeed available but is private, the indus-
tries trying to deploy such models on the edge cannot use
the original datasets for model compression. We discuss this
important case below.
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Dream Distillation
Consider a KD-based model compression problem where a
teacher model is trained on CIFAR-10 dataset (see Fig. 1(a)).
It has been shown that alternate datasets such as CIFAR-100
can be used to train a student model via KD [7]. Specifically,
during distillation, the teacher can transfer relevant knowl-
edge about CIFAR-10 to the student even when trained with
alternate datasets like CIFAR-100. The resulting student
can demonstrate reasonably good accuracy on the original
intended task, i.e., the CIFAR-10 classification. Since in many
cases, it may not be possible to obtain even the alternate real
datasets (see Footnote 2), an important question is how can
we compress a deep network without using the original training
set or any alternate real data, while achieving comparable accu-
racy? To answer this question, we present our recent work
on Dream Distillation [3], a KD-based model compression
technique which does not rely on access to any real data.
Assumptions
We assume a large Wide Resnet (WRN40-4, 8.9M param-
eters) as the teacher network, and a small Wide Resnet
(WRN16-1, 100K parameters) as the student model. When
trained, the teacher model achieves about 95% accuracy on
CIFAR-10 dataset. Also, when the student WRN16-1 model
is trained via Attention Transfer-based KD (ATKD) [12] with
WRN40-4 teacher, the student model achieves about 91%
accuracy while using 89× fewer parameters. We further
assume that no real data is available (i.e., neither alternate
data, nor original training set) but only some small amount
of metadata is available, as described below:
1) We are given cluster-centroids created from k-means
clustering of real activation vectors at the average-
pool layer3 of the teacher network for 10% of
the real CIFAR-10 images. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the
cluster-centroids for ten clusters present in the air-
plane class for CIFAR-10.
2) Principal components for each cluster are also avail-
able as part of our metadata (see Fig. 2(a)).
Therefore, our metadata does not contain any identifying
information about the real images (as only mean activations
are used). The core idea of our approach is to use this
metadata and the pretrained teacher network to generate a
new dataset of synthetic images which can effectively distill
relevant knowledge from the teacher to the student without
using real images.
A relevant prior work is Data-Free Knowledge Distilla-
tion (DFKD) [8] which also relies on some metadata. How-
ever, DFKD specifically states that using metadata from only
one layer of the teacher model leaves the problem under-
constrained and, hence, leads to very poor accuracy (e.g.,
68-77% accuracy on MNIST dataset). Consequently, DFKD
will achieve significantly lower accuracy for much more
complex datasets like CIFAR-10. In contrast, we precisely
demonstrate that metadata from a single layer is sufficient
to achieve high accuracy [3].
3. Average-pool layer refers to the averaged output of final convolu-
tional layer of a deep network (see Fig. 1(a)).
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Fig. 2. Dream Distillation: A data-independent knowledge distillation
framework [3]. (a) Metadata used by our method, and (b) tSNE visu-
alization of real data activations and target activations generated, (c)
Examples of generated samples for CIFAR-10 dataset, and (d) Accuracy
of student models trained from random data, generated data, alternate
real data: CIFAR100, and real CIFAR-10 dataset.
Dream Generation and Distillation
Our approach is rooted in the well-known field of deep
learning interpretability where the goal is to understand
and visualize what different neurons in deep networks
are learning4. The field of visualization in deep learning
was popularized by the initial work on DeepDream5 and
feature visualization tools such as Tensorflow Lucid6. Fea-
ture visualization generates an image that can maximize a
certain objective. For instance, we can use the above tools
to generate an image that can maximally activate a given
hidden unit (e.g., a neuron or a channel) at a certain hidden
layer. In DeepDream, these generated images are called the
Dreams of the deep network. This is where the term Dream
Distillation comes from, as if we are distilling what the
teacher dreams!
For Dream Distillation, we create custom objectives from
the metadata. Specifically, we first generate target activa-
tions from the metadata by adding a small amount of
noise to the cluster-centroids along the directions of prin-
cipal components. As demonstrated in Fig. 2(b), a two-
dimensional visualization7 of target activations (blue trian-
gles) and real data activations (red circles) at the average-
pool layer of the teacher network shows that their distribu-
tions are quite similar. Next, we generate 50, 000 images by
using Tensorflow Lucid with the objective that activations
of generated images at teacher’s average-pool layer must
be as close as possible to these target activations. Finally,
these generated (synthetic) images are used for distilling
the knowledge from teacher to the student. More details are
given in [3].
4. Chris Olah et al. The building blocks of interpretability. Webpage:
https://distill.pub/2018/building-blocks/.
5. DeepDream: https://bit.ly/2Nd9eae
6. Tensorflow Lucid: https://github.com/tensorflow/lucid
7. Two-Dimensional Visualization via tSNE: https://bit.ly/2FUmCzj
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Fig. 2(c) shows some of the samples generated by our
Dream Generation technique described above. Clearly, while
for classes like {horse, truck, deer, dog}, some key features
(e.g., distorted-animal-faces, wheels, etc.) of these objects
are revealed, for other classes such as {ship, airplane, cat,
bird}, the images are much more subtle. For example, for
cat samples, the teacher network mostly generates a striped
pattern which is typical of many cats, but may not be the
most identifying feature of a cat from a human point-of-
view. Then, the question is, can these images be used for
distilling knowledge from teacher to the student?
To answer the above question, we use four differ-
ent datasets containing 50, 000 images for experiments in
Fig. 2(d): (i) Random noise images (blue), (ii) Dream Distilla-
tion images (red), (iii) CIFAR-100 images as an alternate real
dataset (yellow), and (iv) Real CIFAR-10 dataset (violet). We
use three student models of different sizes: WRN16-1 (100K
parameters), WRN40-2 (2.2M parameters), and WRN40-4
(8.9M parameters). As evident from Fig. 2(d), Dream Dis-
tillation performs on par with the alternate real dataset
CIFAR-100, both of which are reasonably close to the real
CIFAR-10 student accuracy. More specifically, for WRN16-
1 student, generated images achieve about 79% accuracy,
while CIFAR-100 images achieve around 81% accuracy
on CIFAR-10 test set. Moreover, we further demonstrate
that the WRN40-4 student trained via Dream Distillation
achieves 88.5% accuracy on CIFAR-10 test set without ever
seeing any real data! This shows that the synthetic images
generated via our method can be used to transfer significant
amount of relevant knowledge about the real data without
accessing any real or alternate datasets. Therefore, Dream
Distillation can have great implications as it can allow
industries to more rapidly deploy EdgeAI without access
to third-party proprietary data.
4 COMMUNICATION-AWARE MODEL
COMPRESSION
Most of the prior work in model compression focuses on
computational aspects such as energy, memory, and latency
of inference on a single device [4], [5]. In contrast, the
literature that addresses communication-aware deployment
of deep learning models on multiple devices is significantly
more limited. Recent models for distributed inference such
as SplitNet [6] and MoDNN [9] do not use ideas from model
compression (e.g., pruning/distillation). For instance, Split-
Net aims to split a deep learning model into disjoint subsets
during training. However, it does not consider the memory-
and FLOP-budgets for IoT-devices [6]. Consequently, the
disjoint parts of the network obtained by SplitNet do not
satisfy the strict memory-constraints of individual devices.
Similarly, MoDNN [9] reduces the number of FLOPS during
distributed inference. However, MoDNN assumes that the
entire model can fit on each device, and tries to deploy a
model directly on the edge without model compression.
Since many IoT-devices are significantly memory-
constrained (e.g., microcontrollers with 500KB memory), the
assumption that the entire model can fit on each IoT-device
is very optimistic. Indeed, in such a memory-constrained
scenario, the model itself must be distributed onto multiple
devices which will lead to heavy communication among
devices at each layer of the deep network. Therefore, we
need a new model compression paradigm that not only
reduces memory and computation of deep networks but
also minimizes communication among multiple devices for
efficient distributed inference. With ever-more devices avail-
able on the edge, this network of devices must be exploited
to improve model accuracy without increasing the commu-
nication latency. Towards this, we describe our recent work
on Network-of-Neural Networks (NoNN) [1] for memory-
and communication-aware model compression.
Network-of-Neural Networks
We follow a KD-based teacher-student model compression
approach (see Fig. 1(a)). A NoNN refers to a new framework
which allows for memory- and communication-aware stu-
dent architectures obtained from a single powerful teacher
model. Essentially, a NoNN represents a collection of multi-
ple student modules which focus only on a part of teacher’s
knowledge. Since training an individual student to mimic
a specific partition of teacher’s knowledge is significantly
easier than mimicking teacher’s entire knowledge, NoNN
achieves higher accuracy with very limited communica-
tion among the students. Distributed inference can then
be performed by deploying individual student modules on
different resource-constrained devices.
Fig. 3 describes the difference between traditional KD
and NoNN. As shown, NoNN uses network science [10]
to partition teacher’s final convolution layer since each
student is trained on a disjoint part of teacher’s knowledge.
Specifically, in a deep Covolutional Neural Network (CNN),
different filters activate for different classes. These patterns
of activations reveal how knowledge learned by the teacher
network is distributed at the final convolution layer. There-
fore, we first use these patterns to create a filter activation
network [1] which represents how knowledge is distributed
across multiple filters (see Fig. 3(b)). We then partition this
network into disjoint subsets via community detection [10],
a network partitioning technique (see [1] for details).
Once teacher’s knowledge is partitioned, we train com-
pletely separate students to mimic only a part of teacher’s
function. This results in a highly parallel student architec-
ture as shown in Fig. 3(b). Similar to KD, since we can select
significantly smaller individual student modules (subject to
some memory/FLOP budgets), our NoNN student model
results in significantly lower memory, computations, as well
as communication. In fact, the individual student models
do not communicate with each other until the final fully
connected layer!
As a proof-of-concept, we experiment with NoNN for
CIFAR-10 dataset. We assume that each IoT-device has a
memory budget of 500KB, i.e., each individual student mod-
ule in Fig. 3(b) must have less than 500K parameters (since a
model with 500K parameters can fit within 500KB memory
when quantized to 8-bits). Our teacher model for this experi-
ment is again Wide Resnet WRN40-4 (8.9M parameters), and
we focus on a NoNN with two student modules, each based
on a Wide Resnet structure (denoted NoNN-2S) [1]. Overall,
our NoNN-2S model has about 860K parameters, while each
student module has about 430K parameters. Using TVM8,
8. TVM compiler: https://tvm.ai/
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Fig. 3. (a) Prior KD [5]: Distributing large student models that do not fit
on a single memory-limited IoT device leads to heavy communication at
each layer. (b) NoNN [1] results in disjoint students that can fit on indi-
vidual devices: Filters at teacher’s final convolution layer (representing
knowledge about different classes) can be partitioned to train individual
students which results in minimal communication until the final layer.
TABLE 1
Communication-Aware Model Compression: CIFAR-10 Results [1]
TVM Setup WRN40-4 Teacher NoNN-2S (one student Gain(on a single RPi) on each RPi)∗
#parameters 8.9M 0.43M 20.7×
#FLOPS 2.6G 167M 15.5×
Latency (ms) 1405 115 12.2×
Energy (mJ) 3430.67 238.98 14.3×
Accuracy 95.49% 94.32% −1.17%
Pytorch Setup Split-ATKD (WRN40-2) NoNN-8S4 RPi’s 8 RPi’s 8 RPi’s
Accuracy 95.03% 95.03% 95.02%
Parameters per device 550K 275K 430K
FLOPS per device 163M 82M 167M
Total latency per inference (s) 23 28.5 0.85
Speedup with NoNN 27× 33× −
∗These results are for each individual student module. For complete NoNN,
#parameters will be more than 0.8M, and FLOPS and total energy (for both
RPi’s) will double. However, this is acceptable since we are mostly concerned
with per-device budgets for memory, FLOPS, and energy.
we further deploy all models on Raspberry-Pi (RPi) devices
which nicely represent an edge scenario. We put individual
students on separate RPi’s (communicating via a point-to-
point wired connection) to demonstrate the effectiveness of
NoNN.
Table 1(top) shows the results for the teacher model
deployed on one RPi and our NoNN-2S model deployed
on two RPi’s. As evident, we very significantly outperform
the teacher model (13× to 20× improvement) in memory,
FLOPS, and energy with only 1% loss of accuracy. Note
that, our theoretical improvement (per student) in FLOPS is
about 15× and the practical improvement in energy is 14×;
this shows great agreement between theory and practice.
In [1], we conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate
the effectiveness of NoNN on five well-known image classi-
fication tasks. We also show results for a higher number of
students. This clearly shows the superiority of NoNN.
Finally, we verify that a deep network split horizontally
will lead to heavy communication at each layer. Towards
this, we train a NoNN-8S model for deployment on eight
RPi’s. For comparison, we distribute an ATKD-based com-
pressed model (WRN40-2, 2.2M parameters, 95.03% accu-
racy) [12] on four and eight RPi’s. Note that, we conduct all
splitting experiments in Pytorch (including for NoNN-8S)
since TVM binary cannot be distributed across multiple de-
vices [1]. As shown in Table 1(bottom), even though FLOPS
per device executed for split-ATKD are significantly lower,
NoNN-8S is 27-33× faster than the split-ATKD models, and
achieves a similar accuracy of 95.02%. Hence, when the
compressed models cannot fit within the given memory-
budget, communication can indeed hamper the inference
latency significantly. This clearly highlights the importance
of our communication-aware model compression.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a new paradigm called
EdgeAI that aims to extensively deploy deep learning mod-
els on the edge. Towards this, we have first discussed
existing challenges in computation-aware model compres-
sion. Then, we have presented two new challenges re-
lated to lack of data for learning on the edge (i.e., data-
independent model compression), and communication-
aware model compression. To meet the latter two chal-
lenges, we have also presented new directions from our
recent research: Dream Distillation for data-independent
model compression, and Network-of-Neural Networks for
communication-aware model compression. Overcoming all
of the above challenges can truly enable widespread adop-
tion of EdgeAI.
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